Abstract -Feature extraction and selection method as a preliminary stage of heart rate variability (HRV) signals unsupervised learning neural classifier is presented. Multidomain, mixed new feature vector is created from time, frequency and time-frequency parameters of HRV analysis. The optimal feature set for given classification task was chosen as a result of feature ranking, obtained after computing the class separability measure for every independent feature. Such prepared a new signal representation in reduced feature space is the input to neural classifier based on introduced by Grosberg Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART2) structure. Test of proposed method carried out on the base of 62 patients with coronary artery disease divided into learning and verifying set allowed to chose these features, which gave the best results. Classifier performance measures obtained for unsupervised learning ART2 neural network was comparable with these reached for multiplayer perceptron structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
eature extraction consisting in revealing the most significant information is the preliminary process, in many classification problems belonging to the group of computer-aided biomedical applications. Originally recorded raw data from patient create rather high dimensional Nelement feature vector N 1 X x ℜ ⊆ ∈ , able to describe whole complex objects or analysed system. For a given narrow classification task it almost always consists of redundant components, which can make the whole input signal clustering procedure more difficult. The role of feature extraction and selection stages is just to expose the most discriminative elements from the input feature set and discard remain, reducing also the classifier complexity. Regarding the application field of described classifier a new feature vector created as a combination of time (T), frequency(F) and mixed time-frequency (T-F) parameters obtained from original HRV signal was proposed. Assuming, that important HRV based features are characterized by local information in the duals domains of time and frequency and treating HRV as non-stationary signal from its nature, wavelet transform was chosen as T-F signal representation tool [1] . In next feature selection stage the most representative feature set from three groups (T, F and T-F features) is created based on feature ranking competition algorithm. In presented HRV classifier structure, dimension reduction method based on selecting the best feature subset according to assumed criteria were used. Because the evaluation of optimal cost function using probability of misclassification is too complex [2] , in presented approach simpler criterion based on class separability (CS) were applied. The measure of "discriminant power" of each single feature was computed both based on Fisher's class separability index and entropy parameters [3] . From selected features, the most representative new vector was created, which is the input of neural classifier part of whole system. On the last classifier stage of proposed system, after our trials with supervised learnt classifier structures based on multiplayer perceptron and radial basic functions [4] in this paper the application of clustering methods based on unsupervised learnt Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) introduced by Carpenter and Grossberg is presented. Socalled data clustering problem arises in a great variety of fields, including artificial intelligence, machine learning, and statistics. Assuming that the prepared features form a set of instances with an underlying group-structure, data clustering may be roughly defined as the search for the best description of this group-structure, when the true group membership of every instance is unobserved. In presented in this paper case, these structures fulfil the role of non-linear classifier of extracted HRV signal representation parameters in proposed method of screening examinations of coronary artery disease.
II. METHODS
A. General structure of proposed method Proposed system using time-frequency methods in feature extraction part and unsupervised learning neural networks as classifier of heart rate variability (HRV) 
B. Feature extraction
A generalized feature extraction method can be expressed as a map f: X 1 X F1 , such that From several T-F signal analysis methods wavelet transform was chosen as a mathematical tool able to deal with non-stationarity HRV signal. Taking into consideration specific features of the HRV signal, especially that its significant frequency components are included in the range:
f HRV ∈<0;0.5> [Hz] , the grid of discrete wavelet scale -a values was created, corresponding to Mallat signal decomposition levels (for sampling frequency f S = 5[Hz], six levels corresponding to scale values: a i , i=3..8 were taken into consideration).
As a next step, to create the new features vector, for every signal component obtained on each decomposition level a set of parameters was computed. For each subspace wavelet coefficients were squared and normalised to obtain the energy probability distribution (1):
For each wavelet scale, the sorted series may be considered as an inverse empirical cumulative energy distribution function (ECDF). Base on this parameters the Shannon entropy E (2) of energy distribution p i (1) were calculated as a measure of energy unpredictability in each wavelet decomposition subspace.
=
This procedure allowed to reveal a group of new features based on energy and entropy measures.
The whole set of new feature vectors [5] are often used feature projection methods. In presented HRV classifier structure, dimension reduction method based on selecting the best feature subset according to assumed criteria were used. Because the evaluation of optimal cost function using probability of misclassification is too complex [2] , in presented approach simpler criterion based on class separability (CS) were applied. Considering a two class problem with an original Mdimensional feature set space X F1 a feature selection algorithm used in presented work is following: Fig.1 
D. Adaptive Resonance Theory Network (ART2)
Adaptive resonance theory (ART) introduced by Carpenter and Grossberg [7] can be used for classifying binary inputs. Next structures of this family ART 2 and fuzzy ART were modified to allow to deal with analog input signals (e.g. gray scale picture). The architectures of all these networks were based on the idea of adaptive resonant feedback between two layers of nodes as developed in [7] . The ART2 network consists of three main components, termed by Carpenter and Grossberg as the input representation field (or F1 layer), the category representation field (or F2 layer) and the orienting mechanism ( fig.2) . The nodes of the output layer y are intended to represent the classes into which input patterns are organized. Each output node represents a class of patterns by storing a template pattern as the weights matrix:
,.., , 2 1 = on its connections into the F1 layer. During an ART2 trial, the input pattern is matched against each of the stored templates, resulting in activations at the output layer which represent the extent of match. At this stage of processing the output layer activations are established as the weighted sum of a layer x within the representation field F1 (7):
The particular activation value y j is a measure of membership of the current input vector x to j th class. The element with the highest activation value -y r designated as the initial choice of class for the input pattern. The results of this competition, usually denoted as ( ) y g presents a value d (0 < d< 1 for a given network) for the winning node, and zero otherwise. The input pattern and the template for the initially chosen node are subjected to a further comparison in the orienting mechanism, and if the match is judged to be within the vigilance level -y TR , the initial choice y r is taken as final and the template for that winning node is updated to more strongly represent the current input. The adaptation of the weights connected with the class r is performed as follows (8). If the match is judged to be outside of the vigilance level: y r <y TR , then the new class is added to the system.
III. RESULTS
Proposed structures were tested using the set of clinically characterized heart rate variability (HRV) signals of 62 patients, as cases with a coronary artery disease of different level. Additionally similar control group of healthy patients was analyzed. Whole database was divided into learning and verifying set. Classification task was defined as the trial of two group (healthy and pathology cases) distinguish, based on new feature subsets obtained in feature extraction and selection stages of presented procedure. In first result group a normalised discriminate measures DM(p i , q i ), computed for each feature from assumed HRV based feature group. Based on obtained feature rank, the number of most important features were taken as eight ( fig.3) .
Finally whole presented classifier system were verified using test set of HRV data from patient with coronary artery disease. Common used sensitivity and specificity classifier performance measures obtained for both unsupervised ART2 and supervised Multi-Layer Perceptron learning structures with and without preliminary feature extraction stage are presented in fig.4 .
IV. DISCUSSION
Evaluation of all extracted HRV features based on the measure of its class separability property showed, that the most discriminant features for given classification task are the parameters in vectors F1 C3 , F1 C4 and F1 C5 feature vectors. These feature vectors include energy, entropy and Shannon entropy E of energy distribution parameters respectively of Mallat HRV signal decomposition components. The most significant features from these vectors are assigned to d3 and d4 levels of discrete wavelet analysis (frequency subbands: 0.3125 ÷ 0.6250 and 0.1563 ÷ 0.3125 [Hz] ). It corresponds to rather high frequency (HF) components of HRV PSD function. The comparison of supervised (MLP) and unsupervised (ART2) learning neural network used as classifier tools gave similar results but the most important is clearly seen in fig.4 positive influence of feature extraction and selection stage on classifier performance.
V. CONCLUSION
Obtained results showed, that before pattern classifier can be properly designed and effectively used, it is necessary to consider the feature extraction and data reduction problems. Feature extraction should consists in choosing those features, which are most effective for preserving the class separability. 
